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August 28, 1992

Mr. John S . Reed
Chainiian
C iticorp
399 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10043
Dear John:
The tone of the recent press attention to cornniunications between the Business
Roirndtable companies and the FASB is, in m y opinion, unfortunate. 111 spitc of illy
comments to the contrary, press reports seem to characterize meetings with us and
letters to us as unusual or inappropriate behavior. That is not the case, and I want that
to be clear to you.
By now a dozen or so CEO's have written to me about our accounting for stock
compensation project. All of them would prefer no change to the present rules for
accounting for stock options. Of equal or perhaps even greater importance, is the fact
that most of these letters have urged us to carefully study tlie accounting issues tlirough
our normal due process--and not adopt a position based on perceived pressure froin
government officials. (That, of coitrse, is tlie way we are approaching the projcct.)
And several of the letters have offered assistance as our project inoves forward.
I have responded individually to these letters, and they all are distribiited to Board and
appropriate staff members--just tlie same as coiiiinent letters on any technical issue. I
should add that these letters become part of our public records and are made available
to anyone who asks for them.

In response to reporters who have called iiie about the accounting for stock options, I
have stressed the following points:
Meetings with groups like the Roundtable and individual companies are part of our
regular process and occur on all projects
It is not unusual to have meetings closed to the public, as long as a majority of
Board members do not attend
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.All of our deliberations occur in public meetings, as do meetings of our task force
and similar ineetings where all Board ineiiibers attend
We have had a good level of cooperation from corporations, compensation
consultants, auditors and others on the stock compensation project
We have reached only a few, very tentative decisions on this project, and oiir
deliberations will continue for soiiie time. At this point I cannot predict what our
overall position will be, or even whether a sufficient number of Board members
will agree on an overall position
If we are able to develop an overall position, it will become an exposure draft
probably followed by field testing and a public hearing
Those of us from the FASB who attended the June 8th Ineeting in your offices thought
it was a candid yet cordial exchange of views. We welcomed that opportunity to [neet
with you, and hope that we will continue to do so 011 a regular basis.
Very truly yours,
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Dennis R. Beres ord
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